ENERGY SERIES: What Does the Shape of the House Have to Do With Energy Efficiency?

In a home, heat energy is transferred among all materials and substances that are of different temperatures, within the building materials, inside the building itself, and outside the building envelope. The term “building envelope” refers to all of the external building materials, windows, and walls that enclose the internal space. Heat moves only when there is a difference in temperature, and it always moves from the warm side to the cool side. Heat will continue to “flow” until any touching materials reach the same temperature. However, we usually want the inside of a home to have a different temperature from the outside.

Why Are Compact Homes More Energy Efficient?

Compact designs are better than narrow or elongated shapes for several reasons. They gain less heat in the summer (and lose less heat in the winter) through their “skin,” since a compact shape has a smaller surface area than an elongated one with the same volume, and therefore less area where the outside temperature wants to balance the inside temperature. They also use less building materials and make better use of the same amount of space.

For example, in the two designs below, the floor areas are approximately equal: 2022 sq-ft vs. 2037 sq-ft. Significantly different wall areas: 1800 sq-ft vs. 2530 sq-ft, assuming 10-foot exterior walls. There is over 40% more wall area in the sprawling design! Compact design can apply to other features as well. Long, thin designs with many roof pitches (lines) are less energy efficient than more square, single roofline homes. Two stories are generally better than one to achieve the same number of square feet.

The narrowest parts of the home should be exposed to the east and west (see below). In other words, for optimum efficiency the home should be oriented so that its long axis runs from east to west. This reduces the total amount of surface area exposed to the summer sun, yet when needed in cooler regions, allows the low-angle rays of the winter sun to warm the southern exposure (free solar heating).
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